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9-Aug-2017

Pauras

TRNSponsor the cost of fits
Chandrasekhar Success
0006709989/TD- medicines for treatment of a
Das
0007359970
Mentally Challenged poor child

9-Aug-2017

TRNSponsor the cost of fits
Maheswar
0006658277/TD- medicines for treatment of a
Moharana
0007294733
Mentally Challenged poor child

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRNSponsor the cost of fits
Ranu Kandi
0006636142/TD- medicines for treatment of a
0007269562
Mentally Challenged poor child

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRNSponsor the cost of psychiatric Krushna
0006664202/TD- medicines for treatment of a
Ch.Senapati
0007302380
Mentally Ill poor person

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRNSponsor the cost of psychiatric Arnapurna Bhoi Success
0006621091/TD- medicines for treatment of a
0007250348
Mentally Ill poor person

9-Aug-2017

Gop, a small Taluka in the
district of Puri is where Payal
Lenka was met..Payal Lenka's
parents confirmed of having
received the benefits free of
cost and on a regular basis.
Being specially abled, it is hard
for the family to function
smoothly in their daily chores as
there needs to be some
member in the house all the
time taking care of Payal Lenka.
Gop, a small Taluka in the
district of Puri is where
Chandrasekhar Das was
met..Chandrasekhar Das's
parents confirmed of having
received the benefits free of
cost and on a regular basis.
Being specially abled, it is hard
for the family to function
smoothly in their daily chores as
there needs to be some
member in the house all the
time taking care of
Chandrasekhar Das.
Gop, a small Taluka in the
district of Puri is where
Maheswar Moharana was
met..Maheswar Moharana's
parents confirmed of having
received the benefits free of
cost and on a regular basis.
Being specially abled, it is hard
for the family to function
smoothly in their daily chores as
there needs to be some
member in the house all the
time taking care of Maheswar
Moharana.
Gop, a small Taluka in the
district of Puri is where Ranu
Kandi was met..Ranu Kandi's
parents confirmed of having
received the benefits free of
cost and on a regular basis.
Being specially abled, it is hard
for the family to function
smoothly in their daily chores as
there needs to be some
member in the house all the
time taking care of Ranu Kandi.
Krushna Senapati's house was
really difficult to find. He lost his
entire family due to various
reasons. Seeing the death of all
his family members, Krushna
went into a state of shock which
had a severe impact on his
mental health. When I met
Krushna, a lot of his neighbours
came to his house to keep a
check on me, his uncle who
takes care of Krushna spoke to
me at length and confirmed of
getting the benefits from Vikash
on a regular basis.
Annapurna was sleeping when I
visited her house. Her parents
were at home. They offered me
some water immediately and
her father sat with me to verify
the benefits they have been
receiving from Vikash. Her
father told me a really
disheartening reality. He told
me how because of his
daughter's mental state, the
villagers had thrown them out of
the village and therefore had to
stay in isolation. As a result,
their only livelihood is by
working on their field and
growing the required foodstuffs
that last for the entire year apart
from growing specific
vegetables. They have no other
source of income and the help
they get from Vikash is really
very helpful.

TRNSponsor the cost of fits
Payal Lenka
0006723962/TD- medicines for treatment of a
0007374773
Mentally Challenged poor child
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TRN10 days intensive therapy for a Chandan
0006708942/TD- physically challenged at the
Kumar Patra
0007359370
therapy center

Success

9-Aug-2017

Pauras

TRN10 days intensive therapy for a Rajesh Kandi
0006658277/TD- physically challenged at the
0007294731
therapy center

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRN10 days intensive therapy for a Rajesh Kandi
0006620847/TD- physically challenged at the
0007249977
therapy center

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRN10 days intensive therapy for a Rajesh Kandi
0006611444/TD- physically challenged at the
0007240034
therapy center

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRN10 days intensive therapy for a Chandan
0006521460/TD- physically challenged at the
Kumar Patra
0007133164
therapy center

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRN10 days intensive therapy for a Guru Prasad
0006516160/TD- physically challenged at the
Biswal
0007127416
therapy center

Success

9-Aug-2017

TRNSponsor home based
0006723962/TD- treatment of 25-30 poor
0007374768
disabled children for a month

Success

9-Aug-2017

Vikash conduted 10 days of
intensive therapy. Chandan
Kumar was a part of that.
However, when asked his
mother about the benefits, she
coukd not remember anything
of this sort. When asked for the
papers of any kind from Vikash,
it was observed that Chandan
was a part of the therapy but in
March 2016 which was a year
back. Ever since then, there
have been no records of any
kind of treatment.
Rajesh Kandi's mother was
home and when enquired, she
confirmed about getting the
benefits, also how the therapy
helped Rajesh over time and
now he is much better than ever
before. She urged me to talk to
the NGO to have more such
therapies which could help her
son for better.
Rajesh Kandi's mother was
home and when enquired, she
confirmed about getting the
benefits, also how the therapy
helped Rajesh over time and
now he is much better than ever
before. She urged me to talk to
the NGO to have more such
therapies which could help her
son for better.
Rajesh Kandi's mother was
home and when enquired, she
confirmed about getting the
benefits, also how the therapy
helped Rajesh over time and
now he is much better than ever
before. She urged me to talk to
the NGO to have more such
therapies which could help her
son for better.
Vikash conduted 10 days of
intensive therapy. Chandan
Kumar was a part of that.
However, when asked his
mother about the benefits, she
coukd not remember anything
of this sort. When asked for the
papers of any kind from Vikash,
it was observed that Chandan
was a part of the therapy but in
March 2016 which was a year
back. Ever since then, there
have been no records of any
kind of treatment.
Guru Prasad's sister was home
and when enquired, she
confirmed about getting the
benefits, also how the home
treatment and therapy helped
Guru over time and now he is
much better than ever
before.However, she said how
Vikash had promised of more of
such therapies and home
treatments and haven't reached
to them yet since over three
months.
Guru Prasad's sister was home
and when enquired, she
confirmed about getting the
benefits, also how the home
treatment and therapy helped
Guru over time and now he is
much better than ever
before.However, she said how
Vikash had promised of more of
such therapies and home
treatments and haven't reached
to them yet since over three
months.

Guru Prasad
Biswal
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TRNSponsor home based
0006723962/TD- treatment of 25-30 poor
0007374768
disabled children for a month

Basudev
Pradhan

Success

9-Aug-2017

Basudev has been getting the Pauras
treatment since a year now and
has improved tremendously.
Basudev's father told me how
he was born with crooked legs
and now there has been much
improvement, he can now keep
one of his legs straight and can
walk with less support. Being
ridden by poverty, to have one
person always with Basudev is
too much to ask for this family
and it is such a pleasure to see
his family always smiling
through such pain.

